SUMMARY This paper investigates the use of the affine transformation matrix when employing principal component analysis (PCA) to compress the data of 3D animation models. Satisfactory results were achieved for the common 3D models by using PCA because it can simplify several related variables to a few independent main factors, in addition to making the animation identical to the original by using linear combinations. The selection of the principal component factor (also known as the base) is still a subject for further research. Selecting a large number of bases could improve the precision of the animation and reduce distortion for a large data volume. Hence, a formula is required for base selection. This study develops an automatic PCA selection method, which includes the selection of suitable bases and a PCA separately on the three axes to select the number of suitable bases for each axis. PCA is more suitable for animation models for apparent stationary movement. If the original animation model is integrated with transformation movements such as translation, rotation, and scaling (RTS), the resulting animation model will have a greater distortion in the case of the same base vector with regard to apparent stationary movement. This paper is the first to extract the model movement characteristics using the affine transformation matrix and then to compress 3D animation using PCA. The affine transformation matrix can record the changes in the geometric transformation by using 4 × 4 matrices. The transformed model can eliminate the influences of geometric transformations with the animation model normalized to a limited space. Subsequently, by using PCA, the most suitable base vector (variance) can be selected more precisely.
Introduction
The advancements in computer graphics technology has given rise to an increase in the number of high-quality 3D animation models.
However, a single 3D static model requires a large storage space for the vertex information and the adjacency relationship of triangles (vertex+connectivity). The amount of storage space required would be even more voluminous if the model changed with time ((frame×vertex)+connectivity). Therefore, the model must be simplified in order to reduce the required storage space. A few effective methods [6] , [18] have been pro-posed in this field. The direct application of the simplification algorithm of the static 3D model [18] to the 3D animation model could achieve excellent reduction in the storage space; however, the overall storage space could be incredibly large since the adjacency relationship of each frame will have to be recorded. On the other hand, if all the frames use the same reduction sequence [6] , the resulting animation might not be able to retain the characteristics of the model despite the retention of the adjacency relationship of the triangles.
Since a direct reduction in the number of triangles could result in the inconsistency of their adjacency relationship, the compression of the storage space is proposed as an alternative method to reduce the storage space of the 3D animation model. Using the strength of the adjacency relationship of the triangles, only the vertex coordinates of the continuous frames are analysed, and the storage space of the vertices is compressed by geometric prediction method [5] , [15] , wavelet transformation [8] , [10] , or PCA [4] , [14] , [16] , [20] - [23] , [25] , [27] . Although such a method requires considerable calculation, it provides a desirable level of compression.
This paper mainly concerns itself with the use of PCA. The PCA technique originated from statistics; it simplifies several related data into a few independent main factors, which can be integrated close to the original data by using linear combinations. Therefore, PCA can select relatively fewer base vectors to compress the 3D animation data. However, in order to geometrically transform 3D animation models in practice, PCA cannot maintain certain distortion due to uncertain reference space. Hence, this paper proposes a new 3D animation compression method for dealing with geometrically transformed animation models by first using the affine transformation matrix to normalize the movement animation. Subsequently, the approximate animation is achieved by PCA compression. Therefore, the PCA distortion caused by geometric transformation will be effectively avoided since the distortion will be confined to an acceptable range.
The selection of the base is still a subject of research. This study develops an automatic PCA selection method that employs the separated PCA axes to select the number of suitable bases for each axis.
Related Work
In this section, we review the most promising techniques developed recently within the emerging field of dynamic mesh compression. The underlying principles of the different approaches are presented and their advantages and limitations are analysed and discussed. Vertex-based predictive techniques: The Interpolation Compression scheme [5] was recently proposed as an interpolation procedure to exploit the redundancies between successive key frames. The principle consists of reducing the amount of data by sub-sampling the initial sequence of key frames.
The Dynapack approach [15] exploits a similar prediction similar to [5] involving more elaborate local spatiotemporal predictors. In this study, the connectivity compression scheme described in [13] guides the traversal of the mesh vertices. The Dynapack approach [15] proposes two different predictors -the so-called Extended Lorenzo Predictor (ELP) and Replica. The ELP perfectly predicts translations, while the replica predictor further predicts rigidbody motions and uniform scaling transformations.
The above studies attempted to predict all the vertex positions or displacements and, finally, to encode the residual errors. The predictive approaches possess the advantages of simplicity and low computational costs, making them well adapted for real-time decoding applications. However, being based on a deterministic traversal of mesh vertices, these works cannot support more advanced functionalities such as progressive transmission and scalable rendering. This weakness is overcome by using multiresolution representations, which are based on the wavelet techniques. Wavelet-based approaches: Wavelet techniques have been widely used in still image and progressive video compression applications. In [8] , Briceno et al. presented an original approach. The technique was to project each frame onto a 2D image and then encode the entire 2D image sequence with some well-known video techniques.
Recently, a wavelet-based compression method was presented by Guskov and Khodakovsky [10] . They proposed to apply a multi-resolution analysis to the frames to exploit the spatial coherence of individual frames. Each frame was consequently transformed into several sets of details, namely, the wavelet coefficients, and the resulting details were progressively encoded with a predictive coding scheme.
The main challenge of the above approach concerns with the wavelet filter coefficients, which represent the parametric information that is determined and optimized for the first frame. In order to ensure good compression results, these parameters should be adequate for all the frames in the sequence, which is not always the case in practice. To fully exploit the multi-resolution character of the representation, this approach is specifically adapted for large meshes for which the maximum amount of details can be obtained.
Time-varying geometries:
Studies concerning the compression of animated sequences of 3D meshes with a fixed connectivity were carried out by [1] , [12] , [19] applying the affine transformations. In [12] , Lengyel proposed to split a mesh into several sub-meshes, and considered each submesh to have a rigid-body motion. Each sub-mesh will be transformed independently and linearly combined to form a predictor. Each frame in the animation is represented as the sum of a predictor and a residual. The residual and the transformation coefficients are quantized for compression.
A novel approach to modelling deformable objects was proposed by Müller et al. [19] . There are three deformation modes that meshless deformation allows: Rigid, Linear and Quadratic. When the transformation matrix only contains rotation and translation operations then we have a rigid body simulator. When the transformation matrix also allows shearing to occur we have linear deformations and finally, when the transformation matrix also allows bending and twisting we have what is called quadratic deformations. Shamir and Pascucci [1] proposed an approach based on the affine transformations, simultaneously exploiting a multi-resolution approach. Their technique was to find the best affine transformations between each frame and the first one, and to encode the temporal prediction errors. The solution allows for both temporal and spatial level of details to be combined in an efficient manner. The separation of the low and high frequency temporal information makes it possible to create very fast coarse updates in the temporal dimension. By using a temporal directed acyclic graph (TDAG) structure to encode the residual, it can be adaptively refined for obtaining greater details in the spatial dimension. Shamir and Pascucci obtained different and good level-ofdetail (LOD) effects by applying different updates (e.g. spatial and temporal); however, their encoding is not very compact, and it is actually larger than the original mesh size. Their study is complementary to Lengyel's [12] and therefore it is possible to combine these two studies to produce a more compact encoding. PCA-based approaches: PCA [11] is a powerful tool that has become a widely accepted animation technique for representing motion as the linear sum of principal components [4] , [14] , [16] , [20] , [22] , [23] , [25] , [27] . The first PCA-based approach for 3D animation compression was introduced by Alexa and Müller [16] . The vertex locations at each frame (columns) are decomposed into basis and weights. Compression is achieved by discarding the less important bases. The PCA approach is efficient only for long animation sequences of small meshes for which the number of frames f is much larger than the number of vertices n. When this condition is not satisfied, the PCA approach yields poor compression results. On the other hand, the singular value decomposition (SVD) is usually computed using a batch O(n f 2 + n 2 f + f 3 ) time algorithm [7] , which means that all the data must be processed simultaneously, and the computational complexity increases as the cube of the number of frames. His method is computationally costly, particularly for large frames; it also suffers from serious distor-tions if important bases are discarded. However, no formal method is available for base selection.
Karni and Gotsman enhanced the PCA approach by further exploiting the temporal coherence and finally encoding the PCA coefficients using a second-order linear predictive coding (LPC) technique [27] . Combining the PCA with LPC techniques makes it possible to better exploit the temporal redundancies between successive frames, and the compression ratio can reach a value that is greater 1.7 times than that of PCA alone.
For the animation data, Sattler et al. [20] used a variation of the PCA to segment the mesh into parts that are coherent over time prior to compression. The segmentation is achieved applying the modified Lloyd algorithm described in [21] to the trajectories of the mesh vertices. The obtained clusters are compressed independently by applying the PCA technique. However, the analytical results presented by Sattler et al. [20] and Lee et al [25] indicated that the cutting boundary may deviate from the deformable regions.
Our approach is based on the affine transformation matrix and PCA. We find that the PCA compression is sensitive to the movement of the animation model. If the original animation model is integrated with the transformation movements such as translation, rotation, and scaling (RTS), the resulting animation model will have a greater distortion in the case of the same base vector with regard to apparent stationary movement. This paper is the first to extract the model movement characteristics using the affine transformation matrix [1] and normalize the animation model, making it suitable for PCA techniques [16] .
Suitable Bases Selection for PCA
The most important part in PCA is determining the variables with the highest variation to explain most of the variation in the original data while using the fewest possible variables. The original data with high pertinence are transformed into mutually independent variables, which are also known as the principle components, and these function as comprehensive indices to explain the data. Consequently, the most important process of PCA is selecting and transforming the original variables into the comprehensive indices.
According to Alexa and Müller [16] , who first proposed the compression of 3D animation by PCA in 2000, all frames should be analysed to determine a frame B 1 that has the minimal mean square error among all the frames. This frame is designated as the reference frame. Find the next reference frame B k+1 that conforms to A − k i=1 B i and has the smallest mean square error. Determine A = B 1 + B 2 + B 3 + · · · + B f , where f is the number of frames in the animation and the mean square error of B i is less than B i+1 .
With regard to mathematical calculations, the SVD can conform to the above requirements. Apart from B 1 , the mean square error of the other frames can be acquired from their singular values. A higher singular value indicates a smaller mean square error. Therefore, the 3D animation formula can be revised as follows:
V is the set of vertices and F is the set of frames. S denotes an n-by-f diagonal matrix, in which the diagonal values equal the singular values arranged in decreasing order. B is an n-by-n unitary matrix representing the base vector of the corresponding singular value (known as the base). U T is an f -by-f unitary matrix representing the frame information of the corresponding singular value. Such a factorization is termed the SVD of A.
Mathematically, PCA signifies the reduction in dimensions. Determine the subspace of dimension k in the linear space of the original data and then simulate the original data by using the k base vectors for the linear combinations. In other words, the research on the PCA of 3D animation involves the identification of k roots with the highest eigenvalues and the sum of the principal components approach the original data on the basis of Ax = λx to reduce the storage space while containing the error. To investigate the error, four error measurement methods are proposed. The average distortion D f , which is defined as the L2-norm of the original (X ti + Y ti + Z ti ), and the approximate vertex position (X ti + Y ti + Z ti ) of frames, and defined as follows:
A distortion factor D a , which is similar to that of [27] , which measures the quality of the reconstruction of the vertex position for the complete animation. D a is defined as follows:
where A denotes a matrix with dimensions V×F and containing the original animation sequence, A denotes the same matrix following the compression and reconstruction stage, and E(A) is a matrix where each column comprises the average vertex positions for all the frames.
The distortion factor D n is defined as follows:
where D n denotes the difference in the normal vector, n ti denotes the normal vector of the original triangle i of frame t, and n ti is the normal vector of the approximate triangle i of frame t. Because the 3D animation model presents a series of frames and each frame is formed by a triangle mesh, the normal difference between the reconstructed model and the original models can be used to display the variation in the model shape. Besides using D f and D a to measure errors in coordinate changes, we also used D n to measure the error in the curvature. A discrete shape operator (DSO) can be used to detect the surface variation of the 3D model [2] , including the variation in curvature [26] and torsion [3] . In this paper, the D s is proposed to measure the distortion in the animation features. Suppose the adjacent vertices of vertex v are represented as {v 1 
is the unit normal vector on v, and N (v1) , N (v2) ,· · ·, and N (vk) individually represent the unit normal vectors of vertices v 1 ,v 2 ,· · ·, and v k . Therefore, the DSO of the vertex v can be obtained as:
Further, the distortion of animation features D s is defined as follows:
where S(v ti ) denotes the DSO of the approximate vertex v of frame t and S(v ti ) denotes the DSO of the original vertex v of frame t.
The compression ratio C is expressed in terms of bits per vertex per frame (bpvf ). Compression ratio C is defined as [14] :
where B c and B 0 represent the sizes of the compressed stream and the original sequence, respectively. B 0 and B c are described in kilobytes (kb) and are measured as follows:
where r bytes = 4 bytes, and represents the floating point. In order to be able to perform an objective comparison, we have considered as data set the animation sequences used by the majority of studies reported in the literature. Table 1 shows the properties of model. Figures 1 and 2 show the PCA method applied to the Chicken and Cow animation using different number of bases.
The selection of the principal component factor remains a subject of further research. Table 2 shows the compression ratios(c) for the Chicken and Cow animation. Selecting a large number of bases could improve the precision of the animation and reduce distortion when maintaining a large data volume. Hence, a formula for base selection is required.
The number of the suitable bases can be calculated automatically using the singular values. The diagonal matrices S x , S y , and S z are obtained by analysing the X, Y and Z axes. The matrices are then transformed into uni- , where e i are arranged in descending order. Finally, k is obtained from the vector E, ensuring that e k ≤ 0 and e k−1 > 0. When the log of the L2-norm is less than zero, it indicates that the corresponding singular value is less than one. A singular value that is less than one is multiplied by the corresponding base vector and may make the characteristics represented by the base vector less obvious. This study adopts the use of logarithm ≥ 0 as the principle for determining the number of bases in order to retain the geometric characteristics of the animation model. The experiments demonstrated that the error could be reduced to a satisfactory level when e k−1 > 0. If the number of bases obtained are used with the condition e k ≤ 0, the influence is insignificant although the error can be reduced. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the base selection and the error. Since the number of the selected principal component bases can influence the reduction in data volume and the distortion associated with the animation model, this study measures the contribution e of each base based on the L2-norm. The bases with contributions less than zero are omitted. In the case of the Chicken animation, the contribution of the 42 bases is greater than zero. However, the number of suitable bases for each axis depends on the variation on each coordinate axis; the combined contribution of the axes E is separated to provide the contributions E x , E y , E z corresponding to each axis, and to the number of suitable bases for each axis is calculated separately. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the automatic base selection and the error. And in the case of the Chicken animation, the X-axis has 36 bases with contributions greater than zero; the Y-axis has 37 such bases and the Z-axis has 33, as also revealed in Fig. 4 .
The standard PCA uses a contribution ratio (E k ) derived from the sum of absolute singular values as E k = (
, where k and f denote the selected number of singular values and the total number of singular values, respectively, and S j is arranged in the descending order [24] . The select proportion is usually set to 90% or 95%, as defined by the user. It is difficult to select suitable bases to represent the model. To solve this problem, this study refers Fig. 3 The red points indicate the automatically selected base number, and in practice, the improvement of the error is insignificant with the increase in base number. to and amends the bases selection method of Kaiser [9] , then proposes an algorithm using the logarithm of the L2-norm of singular values as the contribution value. Table 3 shows that the proposed method produces fewer errors than the methods in which E k = 90% or 95%. Due to the irregular distribution of eigenvalues, the conventional method may select fewer bases and produce a larger distortion (the average distortion of E k = 90% is 146.7 and the average distortion of E k = 95% is 103.79). The proposed automatic base selection method produces an average distortion is 16.96, and selects approximately 97.55% sufficient bases on an average. Table 3 Comparison between the proposed method and the methods in which E k = 90% and 95%.
Model
Our method 
Exploration of Storage Requirements Using PCA
The SVD can decompose a matrix into three matrices. In practice, matrix B (eigenvector) and matrix S (eigenvalue) are merged to reduce the memory storage. In this study, the 3D animation model was decomposed into components along the X, Y, and Z axes, and PCA was applied to each axis. The experimental results indicate that the error was less than that of the undecomposed model. The experimental procedure is summarized below. In the combined axes PCA, the components along the X, Y and Z axes are calculated together: 
If the number of the base vectors is k, then the data storage requirement is ((3n × k) + (k × f )) × r bytes × 2 −10 (kb). The storage requirements for the separated axes PCA in the 3D animation model is calculated as follows:
If the number of the base vectors is k, then the data storage requirement is 3((n×k)+(k × f ))×r bytes ×2 −10 (kb). With close distortion, the proposed method can achieve the effect of data compression as shown in Table 4 . These findings indicate that if PCA is performed in accordance with the X, Y, and Z axes, it can result in a reduced error as compared to the case when the joint calculations are performed.
Animation Model with Geometric Transformation
Almost all of the 3D animation models developed thus far have characteristics of the apparent stationary movement. In other words, when the 3D animation model is played at gallop ahead, the point coordinates in 3D do not actually move forward although the moving effects of the object models can be displayed. Hence, although compression without significant deterioration can be achieved by analysing the apparent stationary movement 3D model using PCA, PCA cannot maintain a lower distortion in the case of the animation model obtained from 3D animation with geometric transformation.
Consider the Horse animation as an example; it can be stated from analysing the animation model that in each frame, the X-axis is in the range {−0.121361∼0.123228}; the Y-axis, {−0.0199589∼0.862465}; and the Z-axis, {−0.79931∼0.530979}. Therefore, it is known that each frame is displayed as animation in gallop ahead, and the actual vertex coordinates move within the same bounding box.
We believe that the real world 3D animation model should move in real space. Hence, the 3D animation model with geometric transformation is considered in this study since it not only includes movement changes but can also perform transformation movements in 3D space. We find that these 3D animation models with geometric tracks and uncertainly distributed in space are unfavorable for the PCA method to select the main factors, and they may lead to a comparatively larger distortion as shown in Fig. 5 . Figure 6 shows the PCA method applied to the Horse animation. The result reveals that the PCA in the case of the apparent stationary movement model can result in distortion without significant deterioration, because the bounding box is immovable.
Affine Transformation Matrix
By using the transformation matrix, the reference system can be transformed to produce the same effects as that of the geometrically transformed objects. Hence, we can use the space transformation method and the transformation matrix to produce animation models with movements. The transformation matrix allows various space transformations in order to realize rotation, translation, scaling, and various possible movement combinations. The transformation matrix can maintain the relativity between the coordinates in the reference system. Moreover, the necessary mathematical computations can be simplified by matrix representation as shown in the following method:
Since almost all of the currently obtained animation models archives are apparent stationary movements, the vertex sets that have been determined can be regarded as being distributed in the same space. Thus, PCA selects suitable bases are selected for data compression. However, after the geometric transformation of the animation models, it can be found that the reference space of the computation increases, making it impossible for the PCA to select suitable bases and resulting in increased distortion. The authors hope to carry out the coordinate normalization on the vertex coordinates after the transformation by the affine transformation matrix to increase the clustering of the vertex coordinates; this will enable PCA to select suitable bases as well as lower the distortion. There are many papers proposed object transformation methods [1] , [12] , [19] , in this study, we adopt the method proposed by Shamir and Pascucci [1] . Each frame represents a set of model vertices, which is denoted as F t , at a given time. To determine the relativity between two frames, we suppose that the relativity between F t and F r (reference frame) is given by an affine transformation matrix (A t ) [1] and its equation is as follows:
Hence, the relativity equation can be inferred as follows:
Using F r as the reference frame, the related affine transformation matrix (A t ) of F t and F r for each frame can be obtained by the above calculation. This step is termed the normalization of the animation frame. The relative variation of a frame with F r can be determined by multiplying the reverse matrix of A t with F t . The mathematical equation is as follows:
The suitable bases can be selected by performing PCA on the variation F t after normalization. Finally, 3D animation can be achieved by reverting to A t . The mathematical equation is as follows:
The normalization of the moving frames can increase the clustering level of the vertices as well as enable PCA to select suitable bases that are more suitable and effectively reduce distortion. Table 5 shows the results of the animation model obtained by using the affine transformation matrix. The result of the normalization of the moving frames shows that the error rate can be maintained at a stable level regardless of the space transformations.
It can be inferred from the distortion that using the PCA when the original animation with apparent stationary movement can produce compression effects without significant deterioration. However, with the application of geometric transformations, PCA will be ineffective in controlling distortion since the transformations will cause a larger distortion. Therefore, the normalization of the animation model before the execution of PCA can effectively reduce the distortion. Moreover, without the application of geometric transformation, normalization prior to PCA can further improve the distortion status slightly as compared to the case where PCA is directly performed. 
Comparison of Representation Methods and Distortion for 3D Animation
To produce 3D animation and compress data, we may use the following methods, as show in Fig. 7: 1. Multiply the original 3D model with the geometric transformation matrix and then use PCA. 2. Use PCA on the original 3D model and then multiply with the geometric transformation matrix. 3. Multiply the original 3D model with the geometric transformation matrix, normalize the animation to the same reference system and then use PCA.
All the above methods can achieve data compression of the 3D animation models. However, by using method 1, the reference space will increase; this will not be favourable for PCA since it has to multiply the geometric transformation matrix first. Method 2 is used in most of the current papers. First, the animation-producing 3D models are compressed, and the compressed data is then multiplied with the preset track lines resulting in the production of 3D animation with different moving tracks at the same time. This method will produce results without significant deterioration in the sequential operation of 3D animation. This is because the original 3D model is intended for apparent stationary movement with a comparatively smaller reference space and is favorable for PCA to determine suitable bases. Moreover, only one model requires compression for setting up several 3D animations with different sizes and tracks.
However, if method 2 is applied in the reversed engineering of the 3D animation, the reference space for the animation tracks produced earlier will increase in the application of PCA, leading to relatively increased distortion. In order to deal with this problem, this paper proposes method 3, which involves the normalization of frames with regard to the same axis; this enables PCA to select more suitable bases and provide reduced distortion.
The method proposed in this paper is suitable for use with a low-resolution equipment. We compare 3 types of animation compressions with the same bases using Horse animation; the error obtained is listed in Table 6 . It can be observed from Table 5 and Table 6 that with respect to the data compression of animation models, an average of 70.0663 distortions can be obtained by applying PCA to the 3 bases of the original animation separately for the X, Y, and Z axes (including apparent stationary movement only). Method 1 first applies the geometric transformation to the original animation and then uses PCA. For a given base, the distortion can be found to increase to 288.782. Method 2 first applies PCA to the original model of apparent stationary movement and then adds transformation tracks after selecting 3 bases, leading to the reduction of distortion to 69.9207. Finally, as proved by the experiment, our method first turns the moving animation model to the normalization axis and then applies PCA. After selecting 3 bases, it transforms the model back to the original axis; this method can obtain a best distortion of 67.059. In Figure 8 , the Horse animation displays using different methods.
A comparatively better distortion status can be achieved by first normalizing the animation model with the transformation movement and the cost is ( f − 1) × 16 × r bytes × 2 −10 (kb). In practice, the first row of the affine transformation matrix is [1, 0, 0, 0] because of using a homogeneous coordinate system; so the storage space can reduce to ( f − 1) × 12 × r bytes × 2 −10 (kb). With close distortion status, the proposed method can be compared with regard to the data compression in the original method [16] , as shown in Table 7 . The compression ratio is the ratio between the sizes of the original sequence B 0 and the compressed stream B c . The improve ratio, which is the ratio between the sizes of the original PCA method [16] and the proposed method, can reach approximately 2.38 times that of the PCA method used alone, as shown in Fig. 9 . Table 8 shows a comparison between the PCA without the affine transformation method and the proposed affine transformation within the PCA in terms of the computation cost, rendering speed, storage size, and error. Affine transformation matrices require additional calculation time; Improve ratio = 3160 / 1044 = 3.03 therefore, the computation cost will be larger than that in the PCA without the affine transformation method. The experimental results show that the computation cost for calculating the affine transformation matrices is 10.51% of the proposed method, the average encoding speed is 49 frames per second (fps), and the average decoding speed is 124.5 fps. The results also show that the proposed method is sufficient and can be used for the real-time animation of large 3D meshes. Our method reduces the storage cost by 16% on an average, and improves the error rate by approximately 6.7% (the bases of each model are selected under the optimal condition). PCA compresses individual frames. CPCA [20] and LPCA [27] further carry out second-order compression based on the predictions of frame space and time. Our 
Fig. 9
Improve ratio curve for animation models using our method for various bases with close distortion. The Horse animation can reach approximately 3.27 times that of PCA used alone and 1.6 and 2.24 times the Chicken and Cow animation, respectively.
affine transformation matrix method can carry out further compression based on the moving features in the model. In the practical application of our method, the affine transformation matrix performs the normalization and subsequently compressions based on PCA; finally, it performs CPCA or LPCA compression to achieve third-order compression effects.
Contributions and Future Direction
This study proposes the compression of 3D animation data by PCA, which has following advantages:
• PCA effectively reduces the compressed data volume. By determining the contribution of bases, this study presents a method to automatically calculate the required number of bases.
• Experiments indicate that with similar data volume, compressing the 3D animation model by conducting PCA separately on the three axes improves both the error rate and the processing speed.
• The affine transformation matrices are used to transform the 3D model to the normalized space and to enable PCA to select more precise bases.
This paper applies PCA to analyse the vertex coordinates of the 3D animation model and select suitable bases to compress the huge data involved in 3D animation. Moreover, the movement of 3D animation in real space is realized after a geometric transformation. Due to the reference space change, PCA cannot effectively select suitable bases. This paper uses the affine transformation matrix to transform the moving frame to normalization coordinates, limiting the PCA space within a certain scope. This is achieved at the expense of only 4 × 4 matrices to lower the distortion and restrict it to a certain range.
Future research should attempt to reduce the calculation time of PCA to facilitate applications in real-time systems and improve its memory requirements. Such attempts could enable a mobile device to play high-quality 3D animation. In addition, discussions may be conducted on how to effectively select the most suitable bases in the case of a low number of bases to obtain an approximate animation model with the desired amount of stored data.
